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"FIFA 22's intuitive game mechanics, bring it to life with a powerful engine that can have an immediate and significant impact on the FIFA franchise," said Ricky Axén, Senior Producer at EA SPORTS. “HyperMotion Technology is a game-changer. It makes FIFA more realistic and dynamic." HyperMotion Technology New animation
technology provides FUT on PC with the most accurate range of movement possible, making it possible for players to run faster, move faster and hit harder, while still possessing a level of control. Also, improved animations will enable more responsive controls that will add a more realistic feel. “FIFA on PC is a powerful platform
for the new HyperMotion technology, which we’re extremely excited about,” added Paul Sams, Lead Animator at EA SPORTS. “More data being fed into the engine, which means more data about the players movement and player responses, will enable us to deliver an even more accurate range of movement.” Commenting on
the announcement, FIFA Lead Producer for FIFA 20, Sanne-Marie Villemo said: “We are incredibly excited to be the first to experience the new HyperMotion Technology, which will result in an even better FIFA experience for all players in FUT on PC. Today’s public reveal represents the beginning of a whole new generation of
football simulations and we can’t wait to share it with everyone in October.” FUT on PC Features FIFA 22 on PC now gives players a competitive advantage by bringing in improvements from today’s FIFA to make FUT even more of an authentic football simulation. The addition of HyperMotion Technology and other visual
improvements to FUT on PC will make the action on the pitch more responsive and responsive. The following is an overview of some of the key features included in FUT on PC for this generation. ‘Player Responsiveness’ Easier and more responsive controls will be possible with the addition of the new ‘Player Responsiveness’
technology. This enables players to block shots with greater accuracy and ability, add a greater number of touches before the ball hits the ground, and respond with a greater number of reactions. Additionally, the new ‘Player Responsiveness’ technology will allow defenders to react instantly, as they will react with greater
accuracy, making it easier to block a shot and receive a

Fifa 22 Features Key:

World-class gameplay meets clean, intuitive, and inspiring presentations. FIFA 22 features 5 camera viewpoints, with goals shot from different angles. It gives the viewer a whole new perspective of action. FIFA is also evolving from an all-or-nothing gameplay, to a once-and-done experience. As a result, players now have
multiple playing options to choose from for quick gain of status. Rather than being instantly eliminated, players can be taken down slowly to maintain gameplay atmosphere.
Smart Match Engine
Improvements have been made to AI behaviours, like wave-clear running and direction, spacing, and aggression.
Player positioning, off-the-ball actions, dribbling, defensive ball watching, and recycling have all been improved.
Improved balance between control and challenge in tackles and aerial duels.
For the first time, fully simulated 3D physics with real-life masses and harder collisions both on and off the pitch. Players now dig into opponents on the touchline, and players can be dazed in collisions, have cramps, or feel the effects of exhaustion.
Philosophy dictates a more open, wider, ball possession style of play has been introduced. The new Yacht Gallop feature has been added, and dribbling has been improved to make it more realistic when played with intelligence and physicality
AI also learns in game and is able to adapt their tactics accordingly.
Dynamic Player Tweaks
New linguistic translation for English, French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, Dutch, Hungarian and Romanian languages (21 supported).
Player Traits now activated with realistic physicality feel.
Variations have been extended to cover the modern game-types and tactics and is now available for Club Leagues, Friendlies, Retirements, and Medical.
Soccer IQ
AI Ratings can now assign actual ratings to various traits (Run, Jump and Tackle for instance).
New tactics and updated MFA system.
Updated Equipment System, allowing players to provide balance and customization to their Teams.
Superhuman Speed and Confusion Powers technology
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